Keep Christchurch Moving

by providing transport choices to connect people and places

— June 2012
Supporting our economy

Christchurch is the economic hub of the South Island, improvements to our state highway and freight network will make it easier to do business here.
Strategic road and freight network

» Strong reliable dedicated routes connecting the airport, the port and freight hubs.
» Minimise freight movement through our communities.
» Priority routes for vehicles.
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Connecting our centres

Providing good transport choices to keep Christchurch moving

» Investing in an attractive and efficient public transport infrastructure connecting our centres.

» Provide safe and continuous cycle routes to our key centres making it easy to travel by cycle.
Public transport

» Protecting key corridors
Cycle network

- Creating exemplary cycle routes that are separated from vehicles.
- Making Christchurch the cycling city.
Cycle network

» Creating exemplary cycle routes that are separated from vehicles.
» Making Christchurch the cycling city.
Creating vibrant centres

Creating vibrant centres which attract people and businesses and are connected to good transport choices.
Walking network

» Creating an attractive streetscape environment with safe, direct routes to centres, schools and public transport.
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Getting there

Now
Repair and rebuild the transport infrastructure, keep our economy going by improving freight and strategic road network.

Soon
Improve the transport choices, invest in efficient public transport network and create continuous cycle routes.

Later
Creating vibrant centres which attract people and businesses and are connected by good transport choices.